TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

An enhanced
approach to analytics.
MatrixCare’s powerful analytics solution is built using Microsoft® Azure and Power BI
technology. With the ability to deliver insights to enable fast and informed decision-making.
It provides access to prebuilt data visualizations that users can transform or customize to
share with colleagues.

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

MatrixCare MyAnalytics for home
health and hospice
MyAnalytics easily identifies meaningful patterns
and trends to help you better manage your business
and stay competitive in the saturated home health
and hospice market.

Three solutions with various benefits
MatrixCare’s analytics options allow you to select the one that best fits your needs.
MyAnalytics Viewer
A base set of analytical reports that capture the most commonly monitored metrics for home health or hospice.
• Web app features embedded content from Power BI.
• Informative dashboards are updated daily and accessible via desktop or mobile.
• Visualizations that can be quickly filtered to see specific data details.
MyAnalytics
A Power BI app workspace optimized for agencies that want the flexibility to build upon existing published
MyAnalytics Viewer content.
• Graphs and reports using out-of-the-box visualizations and themes.
• Custom dashboards and interactive reports can be shared within your agency.
• Content that can be published and consumed via mobile devices.
• Alerts that users manage and subscribe to.
• Centralized user management and security.
My Data
Optimized for agencies that want the flexibility to create their own data relationships, data models, calculations
and measures for reporting.
• Secure access to data tables that power MyAnalytics Viewer reports.
• Compatible with any analytics-reporting tool.
• Help documentation available for source system tables, field descriptions and table relationships.
• A corporate view of analytics can be created using a custom reporting solution that combines information
from MyData and other source systems.

Sample pre-built visualizations and reports

Patient discharges by reason – at a quick glance,
agencies can see where patients are discharging to.

Length of stay – agencies can easily see their average
length of stay over the last year by quarter.

Admission by payer – shows agencies their
payer mix amongst their patients census.

Infections – identifies infections that occurred post
admission versus infections that were existing when the
patient was admitted.

Open visit by status – displays all of the visits by
business unit and their current status.

Infections by status – a quick way to track the number
of ‘active’ infections your agency is treating.

Inform your decision-making with powerful, intuitive analytics software
To help you effectively manage and grow your business, MatrixCare offers a powerful, flexible suite of business intelligence tools. While nearly every aspect of the MatrixCare core system incorporates relevant KPI
tracking and reporting, our analytics software integrates data from across the various financial, operational,
and clinical modules to provide you with meaningful insights.
It helps you better leverage your IT resources and software investments, while still providing critical, timely
information needed to improve organizational and financial performance.

Call today to learn how MatrixCare can help your agency 888.598.7797
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